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About Carrie
Carrie Leaf, MS, LMFT
Carrie Leaf is currently a practicing psychotherapist and life coach. She holds her undergraduate
degree in Psychology with a minor in Sociology from the University of Northern Iowa. She
completed her masters degree in Marriage and Family Therapy, graduating top of her class from
Iona College. She has been a practicing psychotherapist for over 10 years and working in the
psychology ﬁeld for over 15 years.
Carrie has worked in the ﬁeld of psychology in a wide variety of settings which include hospitals,
community mental health, youth residential homes, substance abuse, military base, college
university and private practice. She has worked with a wide variety of clients from all ages and
around many diﬀerent identiﬁed problems. She has worked with individuals, couples, families and
groups.
Carrie is a mother to two twin toddler boys and a step-mother to their older brother and sister as
well. She is a furbaby mom to two boxer dogs. She enjoys working out, exploring her health and
ﬁtness journey, staying active, nature and being outdoors, traveling, and trying new things.

Areas of Expertise
Psychotherapy,
Mindset & Life Coaching,
Hypnotherapy,
Anxiety,
Depression,
Trauma,
Relationships,
and more...
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Kind Words About Carrie
“I have been seeing Carrie for a year and a half now and I will be honest that I was skeptical
when I started. I can tell you now that I have never made a better choice than contacting her.
Through our sessions together my life has been changed in ways I could not imagine. I look
forward to our sessions and walk-in feeling like I am greeted by an old friend who is there to
listen, question and guide. I leave our sessions feeling a sense of relief and purpose. She has a
way of asking the right questions and making you feel safe in answering them even if they are
hard to answer. I feel fortunate to have someone of Carrie’s caliber.”
- Janet S.
“I remember when Carrie told me that you could improve your relationship with others even if they
weren’t in session with you. I didn’t believe her. As I’ve spent time in sessions not only have I seen
relationships heal, I have seen them ﬂourish. Most importantly, I have experienced a better relationship
with myself. Carrie is compassionate and understanding. Her sessions are client led with the guidance
of a variety of therapeutic and coaching approaches. She is incredible at remembering details from
past sessions and is truly a blessing to me. Everyone would be lucky have a coach like her!”
- Laura N.
“At 46 years old and having never participated in any sort of therapy/coaching I was very skeptical
and almost cancelled my ﬁrst appointment with Carrie. I am absolutely glad I didn’t as it has been
a life changing event in my life that I wish I would have done years ago! I had done a substantial amount
of research trying to ﬁnd a professional to help me work through recurring issues that I
could no longer ignore, and my research led me to Carrie Leaf. Carrie has helped me work through these
issues, concerns, and anxieties that I have been subconsciously carrying with me for years.
I feel better, calmer, and more focused after my visits with Carrie, and the sessions have allowed
me to let go of “baggage” that I have been carrying with me since I was a child. Sessions with
Carrie have had an incredibly positive impact on my life, and it has granted me the freedom to
live my life with much less anxiety and a more positive outlook. I would highly recommend
Carrie Leaf to anyone working through personal hurdles or wishing for a more positive
vision of what their future holds for them."
- Dan L.
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Why Book Carrie?
Carrie’s unique blend of humor, energy, and enthusiasm creates instant connection with audiences both in person and virtually. Audiences report feeling empowered, inspired, and motivated after
participating in her talks. While Carrie often delivers custom content, her most popular topics include:

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
HEALING
How to bring out the best version of you by identifying and bringing subconscious negative beliefs and
patterns to the conscious so that we can begin healing.

A HEALTHY FOUNDATION
How to build a healthy foundation for good mental health by integrating Mind, Body and Spirit.

THE BOOK
Therapize Yourself: Choose to Heal and Find Your Truth
Arriving at our answers means going on a journey and facing some tough stuﬀ about ourselves.
There’s no way around it. If we want to heal and grow, we have to go straight through the thick of it.
With an easy-to-follow step-by-step process, Carrie will lead you on building a healthy foundation for
good mental health and identifying and bringing subconscious negative beliefs and patterns to the
conscious so that we can begin healing.
The time it will take to heal will depend on your level of commitment, your willingness to be
uncomfortable and push through, and your approach to doing so.
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
→

What are the most common signs that you have hit a wall and need to face your problems to
solve them no matter what they are?

→

Avoiding problems does not make them go away. In your opinion, why do we keep pushing
these uncomfortable feelings away?

→

When did you realize you could therapize yourself? Can you tell us a story of how you created
your method? Would the method you offer work for anyone at any stage of their lives?

→

The path to healing, personal growth, and finding how to function at your highest capacity
can be rocky. Growth and healing don’t happen on a linear path. There are a lot of ups and
downs and back-and-forths—it’s hard. But it is worth it. What are the first actionable steps that
you would suggest to someone who is looking for a level up in life?

→

In your book Therapize Yourself, you mentioned that: Whatever your “it” is has most likely been
there for a long time. It doesn’t matter if it’s relationships, career, family, addiction, weight loss
issues, anxiety, depression, etc. How much time does it normally take for someone to really
heal? Does it change from person to person?

→

What if you don't actually know what your “it” (problem) is?

→

What are the necessary steps to get someone to a solid base from which they can feel
comfortable and strong as they dive deep into their core issues?

→

In Therapize Yourself, you guide the reader's helping them assess their life and lay down the
healthiest, most solid foundation for deep healing and growth. Could you explain a little bit
more how this step by step works and what the reader should expect as the main outcome?

→

Besides being a practicing psychotherapist, and hypnotherapist, you are also a life coach. Tell
us how do you feel when you see your clients therapizing themselves, integrating mind, body,
and spirit, and bringing their best version of themselves to the surface?

→

How did you decide it was the right time to write the book, and who did you have in mind as
your primary audience when writing it? If you had to highlight one takeaway from the book,
what would that be? What is your biggest wish with this book?
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About the Book
Arriving at our answers means going on
a journey and facing some tough stuﬀ
about ourselves. There’s no way around
it. If we want to heal and grow, we have
to go straight through the thick of it.

In Therapize Yourself, practicing psychotherapist Carrie Leaf won’t tell you what your deal is or exactly
how to “ﬁx” it, but if you commit to this journey you’re on, and you put in the time, eﬀort, and energy, this
book can help guide you to the answers within you. The best part? Once you’ve found your answers,
you’ll realize you already knew your answers—and that what you needed was the journey. Boom.
We have to go through it. We can’t go around it. We have to face it head on and deal with it. We have to
learn how to tap into our intuition about what our mind, body, and soul need in order to heal and move
forward in life.
With an easy to follow step-by-step process, Carrie will lead you on building a healthy foundation for
good mental health and identifying and bringing subconscious negative beliefs and patterns to the
conscious so that we can begin healing.
Whatever your “it” is, it has most likely been there for a long time. It doesn’t matter if it’s relationships,
career, family, addiction, weight loss issues, anxiety, depression, etc. So, just as it took time to become a
problem, it will take time to resolve the problem. The time spent healing, however, does not have to be
equivalent to the time it took for your pain to hit the saturation point.
The time it will take to heal will depend on your level of commitment, your willingness to be
uncomfortable and push through, and your approach to doing so.
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TITLE – Therapize Yourself
SUBTITLE – Choose to Heal and Find Your Truth
TAGLINE – A Step by Step Program to Bring Out the Best Version of You by Integrating the Mind, Body and Spirit
LAUNCH DATE – October 2021
AUTHOR NAME l PEN NAME – Carrie Leaf, MS, LMFT
PUBLISHER – Carrie Leaf Press
CATEGORIES
AMAZON / ASIN –
Non-Fiction / Psychology / Applied Psychology
Non-Fiction / Psychology / Clinical Psychology
BISAC CODES: –
PSYCHOLOGY / Applied Psychology
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SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE FOR PRINT – $14.99 - $18.99
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE FOR ELECTRONIC – $7.99 - $11.99
Available for purchase Fall of 2021 on Amazon globally. Retailers may purchase through Ingram globally.
BOOK SIZE – 6.69 x 9.61
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WORD COUNT – 24,824
PAPERBACK ISBN # – 978-1-7370341-1-7
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Therapize

Arriving at our answers means going on a journey and facing some tough stuff
about ourselves. There’s no way around it. If we want to heal and grow, we have to
go straight through the thick of it.
In Therapize Yourself, practicing psychotherapist Carrie Leaf won’t tell you what
your deal is or exactly how to “fix” it, but if you commit to this journey you’re on,
and you put in the time, effort, and energy, this book can help guide you to the
answers within you. The best part? Once you’ve found your answers, you’ll realize
you already knew your answers—and that what you needed was the journey.
Boom.
With an easy-to-follow step-by-step process, Carrie will lead you on building a
healthy

foundation

for

good

mental

health

and

identifying

and

bringing

subconscious negative beliefs and patterns to the conscious so that we can begin
healing.
The time it will take to heal will depend on your level of commitment, your
willingness to be uncomfortable and push through, and your approach to doing so.
Ready to dig in?

Carrie Leaf is a practicing psychotherapist and life coach and she has
been working with it for the last 15 years. She also completed her
master’s degree in Marriage and Family Therapy, graduating top of
her class from Iona College.
Carrie has worked in the field of psychology in a wide variety of
settings which include hospitals, community mental health, youth
residential homes, substance abuse, military base, college university,
and private practice. She has helped and supported a wide variety of
individuals from all ages and around many different identified
problems, as well as couples, families and groups.

To Learn More Visit www.CarrieLeaf.com

